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EDUCATION 
B.A. Mass Communication, Sacramento State University                 December 2016 
 
Antioch High School                                May 2010 
 
MEDIA EXPERIENCE 
 
WAFF 48 NEWS, Huntsville, AL                                              2/18 
MMJ/Reporter  
Bureau Chief Reporter covering multiple breaking news stories weekly.  
Deliver accurate information live from the scene as it unfolds. 
Adlib, conduct live interviews, and deliver compelling live shots to inform the viewer succinctly. 
Turn two live packages daily under multiple deadlines, write, shoot, and edit. 
Use social media platforms as a tool to get information to viewers.  
Access Sacramento, Sacramento, CA                                  
                                                                                                                        4/16 – 1/18 Community 
Reporter/Anchor  
Enterprising key issues in the community and school spotlight. 
Ability to turn around 1 package per day, in addition to writing written text. 
Responsible for researching and writing news and stories on a daily basis.  
Highlighted special reports on the community. 
Developed new contacts and provided new story ideas daily.  
Incorporated graphics and developed unique storytelling techniques. 
Produced weekly news using HD camera equipment and Editing Software. 
Ohlone Network News, Fremont, CA                                                 1/14-6/16 
Anchor/Reporter   
Turn two live packages daily under multiple deadlines, writes, and edits. 
Solo anchor  
Community spokesperson for the station, speaking and moderating several events. 
Entertainment Reporter- Highlighting celebrity news  
Fox 40, Sacramento, CA                                                        1/13-8/14 
Intern 
Updating all social media accounts with current and accurate daily news, 
Pulling tapes, and used social media to get stories or gather information. 
Supported live news/feature writing, researching, fact-checking, proofreading stories.  
Assisted reporters in the field gathering interviews, handling camera, b-roll, getting news tips,  
and reporting. 
Supported the Web Producer in writing posts for station social media accounts, creating content for station’s 
website, used social media to find stories, and editing content.  
Acted as a fill-in for sports, weather, and entertainment anchors.  
KTVU Channel 2 News, Jack London Sq., CA                         9/11-12/13 
Bay Area People Intern/Producer Assistant/ News Room Intern   
Booked non-profit organizations to appear on a talk show. 
Assisted in editing online videos and running the studio. 
Made occasional appearances as online talent for a weekly talk show. 
Researched, created, wrote, reported, shot, produced and edited key stories in Bay Area  
using HD camera equipment and Final Cut Pro Software. 
                                            
Promotions Assistant-Intern                                                                                            1/11- 11/13 
Iheart Media  San Francisco, CA 
Updated all social media accounts with current accurate news and contest information for listeners.  
Street Reporter- Interviewing listeners on knowledge on pop culture.   
Covered news and entertainment stories. Conducted interviews, photography, video editing, and participated in 
blogging. Enter listeners into a database. Promoting station events, appreciation events, and community/education 
outreach events. Answer phones, work boards, and assist Programming staff with on- and off-air tasks staff 



includes Radio Hosts, Production Manager, Music Director, Program/Promotions Director, and Entertainment. Used 
strong multi-tasking in a fast pace environment.  
REFERENCES Available upon request. 
 


